iFine™ is finally here –
Discover what all the excitement is about

Experience the
most effective
age eraser on the
market today
Endymed Medical is proud to announce
the launch of the newest addition to our
innovative 3DEEP family of products:
the 3DEEP iFine handpiece specifically
designed to treat the hard to reach,
delicate skin tissue around the eyes.
3DEEP by EndyMed, FDA approved RF technology for the
reduction of mild to moderate facial wrinkles, utilizes multiple
generator radiofrequency technology to safely heat the deeper
levels of the skin for effective collagen remodeling, wrinkle
reduction and eye brow lift.
The iFine treatment handpiece by EndyMed – engineered to
target fine lines and wrinkles found in the delicate thin-skin areas
around the eyes, provides:
	Smoother, tighter skin around the eyes.
	Reduced under eye sagging and improved eye contour.
	Reduced hooding to reveal more of the eyelid.
	More youthful, less tired looking eyes.
	Softening of fine lines enabling easier application of make-up
The revolutionary iFine handpiece by EndyMed works by
gradually heating the deep layers of the skin, creating new
collagen, which reduces wrinkles and firms and tightens the
skin. In just a few short treatments, sagging and wrinkled skin
is replaced with smoother, tighter skin, improved skin tone and
texture for a glowing, younger looking appearance. There is no
downtime after treatments and the results are long-lasting.

Why does iFine by EndyMed
stand out over the rest?

Eye treatment systems available on the market today
(Thermage™, Pelleve™), use first generation monopolar RF
technology. This means that energy from a single electrode
on the handpiece surface flows through the body to a
plate under the body. Not only can this cause burning
of the skin surface and pain/discomfort, most of the RF
energy is wasted, and dissipates into the body. iFine
by EndyMed uses for the first time multiple RF generators
that emit focused energy directly and deeply into the target
“cube” of skin tissue without the risk of burning the skin
surface or undesired heating of subcutaneous structures.
Not only does the iFine by EndyMed handpiece show
remarkable clinical effectiveness for eye treatments, it
also incorporates the unique EndyMed motion sensor for
unprecedented procedural safety.
The 3DEEP unique energy-based treatment effectively treats
all skin layers for optimal results. It provides a smoother,
brighter skin surface (stratum corneum and epidermis) and
reduced hyperpigmentation (epidermis). Simultaneously,
volumetric deep dermal heating reaches the collagen fibers
causing an immediate and long term tightening effect.

The Excitement is Growing
Users of the innovative 3DEEP iFine handpiece are delighted by its ability to not only deliver instant visible results, but also to ensure
long term collagen remodeling. iFine's special ergonomic design allows for very easy operation with optimal treatment area visibility.
Clinical results show that most treated patients have an immediate wrinkle reduction effect and eye brow lift of up to 2 mm. In
addition, 4-6 weeks after treatment a long term effect is seen, which gradually increases to a maximum visible effect at 3-6 months
after the end of treatment.
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"3DEEP technology enabled us to achieve focused energy in the depth of the tissue with reduced
heat and less subsequent damage to the surface of the skin. This results in painless procedures
without the need for cooling or topical anesthetics. Now we are able to use, with the EndyMed
PRO, RF energy more efficiently and effectively."
Flor Mayoral, M.D., Board Certified Dermatologist, Coral Gables, Florida, USA
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